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Abstract: In the e-learning system, adaptive content presentation is the core issue of 

achieving differentiated education. However, learners have many personality 

characteristics. How to provide adaptive learning content with each learner is a major 

challenge to traditional e-learning systems. Based on this, an adaptive content 

presentation system based on rule engine is proposed. Through the application of the 

rules engine, this study solves the adaptive presentation problem of learning content 

and improves the maintainability and versatility of the system model. Finally, the 

specific application is given and the validity of the system model is verified based on the 

research content. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of education, personalized education has gradually become the 

mainstream in the education system. The adaptive expression of educational content is 

the only way for the development of e-learning systems. The adaptive presentation of 

educational resources is the foundation of the personalized learning support services, 

and it generally refers to dynamically build appropriate learning content and selecting 

suitable presentation methods based on learner information. However, learners have 

many personalized characteristics, including learning style, cognitive ability, and 

cognitive level. At the present stage, the effect of adaptive content presentation in 

E-learning system is not ideal, and most of the systems can’t provide adaptive learning 

content according to learner characteristics. The development of personalized 

education activities in the network environment needs rich and flexible policy rules to 

support. In the process, it is necessary to constantly modify and adjust policy rules to 

match different learners. In this case, the intelligent learning support system needs to 

be able to flexibly analyze the contents of the execution policy rules and dynamically 

present adaptive teaching content. This paper combines the characteristics of the rules 
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engine that can separate the business decision from the program code and uses the 

ability of the rule engine to quickly match, parse, and execute the business rules, 

designs an adaptive content presentation model based on the rules engine to solve the 

problem of adaptive content presentation. 

 

2. Some Concepts in Rule Engine 

The rules engine originated from a rule-based expert system, which is belongs to the 

category of artificial intelligence, and it is usually used to imitate the process of human 

reasoning. As a kind of knowledge, business rules generally contain a group of 

conditions and actions. The typical application of business rule is to draw conclusions or 

carry out related business actions based on given rules and actual conditions. Business 

rules are usually developed and modified by an analyst of the business rules. Usually in 

E-learning system environment, business rules analyst refers to educational workers. 

The theoretical basis of business rules is as following: IF "LHS" THEN "RHS", where 

“LHS” refers to a set of conditions, and “RHS” refer to a set of actions. The use of 

business rules can largely automate the adaptive presentation of content.  

The rules engine is the core of the business rules management system. It is the part 

that replaces the rules embedded in the program code, and it is also the bridge 

between the application program and the business rules. It is mainly responsible for 

matching the application objects of the application for the rule set in the rule base, 

executing the rules for successful matching, and finally outputting the result to the 

application. The rule engine can be regarded as a kind of software component, which 

is responsible for extracting the business rules from the application program and 

writing business decisions using predefined semantic modules. Rule-based reasoning 

engine is also called "rule engine". It mainly includes three parts: rule base, working 

memory and inference engine. The inference engine also includes three parts: pattern 

matcher, agenda and execution engine. 
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Fig. 1 Structure Diagram of Rule Engine 

Pattern matchers are mainly used to decide which rules to execute and when; the 

agenda is mainly used to manage the execution order of the rules filtered by pattern 

matchers; the execution engine is mainly responsible for executing rules. 

There are two kinds of reasoning methods of the rule engine: Forward-Chaining and 

Backward-Chaining. These two reasoning modes are like human thinking. 
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Forward-Chaining is also called deductive method, which is driven by facts and solved 

repeatedly by iterations of facts, that is, the corresponding rules and the facts in the 

candidate queue are continuously used for reasoning until there is no more rules to 

match or get solutions. 
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Fig. 2 Forward-Chaining Flow Chart 
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Fig. 3 Backward-Chaining Flow Chart 

 

Reverse inference is also called induction, which is driven by targets. It starts with 
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assumptions and looks for evidence to support them. If evidence is found to prove that 

the targets are valid, the assumption is established. Otherwise the hypothesis is not 

established and re-establishment of reasoning. 

 

2. Adaptive Content Presentation System Based on Rule Engine 

Based on the design idea of rule engine and the personalized learning theory, this 

paper designs a rule-based adaptive content presentation system. 
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Fig. 4 Adaptive content presentation system structure diagram 

From the system structure diagram, we can know that this system is mainly composed 

of four types of systems: model identification module, rule matching module, content 

presentation module, and management monitoring module. Next, the workflow of the 

four system modules will be described separately. 

 

2.1 Model Identification Module 

The main task of the model identification module is to identify learner models that are 

input into the system. The learner model is the input part of the entire system, which 

through the matching process of business rules, output the adaptive learning content. 

In the model recognition system module, some concepts of the learner model are 

defined. 

Definition 1: Learner Model = { Dynamic model, Static model }.  
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The learner model is an abstract definition of the learner in the system, it contains 

some abstract description of learner's characteristic information. 

Definition 2: Static model = {name, gender, birthday, address...}. 

The static model contains statistical information, generally refers to information that 

will not be changed during the system work, or information that will not affect the 

presentation of adaptive content after changing. 

Definition 3: Dynamic Model = {Learning style model, Cognitive model }. 

The dynamic model contains content that influences adaptive content presentation. 

Definition 4: Learning Style Model = {<S1, value>, < S2, value >, < S3, value >, < S4, 

value >}. 

Learning style model is an abstract description of learner learning style. <Si, value> 

indicates the matching degree of the learning style, and the value range of the ‘value’ 

is [0, 100]. The larger the value is, the higher the matching degree of the learner in a 

certain learning style is. 

Definition 5: Cognitive model = {Domain1, Domain2, Domain3, ..., Domainn}. 

The cognitive model is used to describe the learner’s cognitive state of certain domain 

knowledge. Generally consists of different Domains. Domain can be described as: 

Domain=  The range of values for  is {S1, S2, ..., Si, ..., Sn}. 

The  indicates the cognitive status of a knowledge point in the current knowledge 

domain. U indicates the knowledge unit, K indicates the knowledge point. 

With the above definition of the learner model, the framework structure diagram of the 

learner model is given below. 

Student Information={stuNo,stuName,IsMan,major,address,Email,ExInfo}

Learning Style={<S1,value>,< S2,value >,< S3,value >,< S4,value >}

Cognitive Model ={Domain1, Domain2, Domain3,   , Domainn}

Student Model 

 

Fig. 5 Learner Model Structure  

The student information is a one-dimensional array, and it is easy to identify it, so it is 

only necessary to read the learner's basic information from the database and store it in 

working memory. Learning style is a one-dimensional array of structures, in which the 

structure can be abstractly defined as: < style category, match value >. The cognitive 
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model can be expressed as a matrix object that is handled by the API functions of the 

operation matrix. 

 

2.2 Rule Matching Module 

The rule matching module is used to match the business rules in the rule base. It sends 

the activated action set to the agenda and provides action decisions for adaptive 

content presentation. The rule matching module is the componentized presentation of 

the rule engine in fact. The internal structure of the rule matching module is shown in 

the figure. 
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Fig. 6 Rule Matching Module Structure Diagram  

The core of the rules engine is generally composed of rule manager, reasoning engine, 

working memory and agenda. The rules manager is responsible for picking the rules 

that need to be executed and when they are executed, and placing the activated rules 

on the agenda. The inference engine is responsible for the activation process of the 

rules. Work memory is used to store the set of running data objects that will be used by 

the rules engine for processing. The agenda is used to store the action execution 

instructions contained in the activated rules. The workflow of the rules engine is shown 

in the figure. 
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Fig. 7 Rule Engine Workflow Diagram 

The reasoning steps of the rules engine are as follows: 

① Entering the initial data into working facts; 

②Using the pattern matcher to compare the data in rules and working memory in the 

rule base; 

③ If there is a conflict in the rules that are executed, put the conflicting rules in the 

conflict set; 

④ Resolving conflicts and insert the activated rules into the agenda in order; 

⑤ Using the execution engine to execute the rules in the agenda. 

⑥ Repeating steps ② through⑤ until the rules in the agenda have been executed and 

output the results. 

 

2.3 Content Presentation Module 

The function of the content rendering module is to display the selected knowledge 

collection to the learner through the Web description language. XML is a common Web 

description language that separates the format and content of data. As the main body 

of content presentation, knowledge is the processing object of content presentation 

module. The following definitions of knowledge ontology are given below.  

Definition 1: Knowledge Ontology = {Meta-data, Knowledge Atom, Relationship, 

Rule}. 

Meta-data represents the set of attributes of the knowledge itself. A knowledge atom 

denotes the atom of knowledge and is the least indivisible unit in the knowledge 

domain, generally including basic concepts, axioms, principles, etc. Relationship is 

used to describe the relationship between knowledge atoms. Rule represents some 

sets of operations generated by the combination of knowledge atoms and knowledge 

relations. 
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Fig. 8 XML Content Representation Theory 

In brief, the content presentation module is mainly responsible for the generation of 

XML content, while the XML mainly includes data structure, display mode and operation. 

As a meta-markup language, XML has strict syntax definition and structure, and has 

media independence. It can publish data content in various formats. The structural 

adaptability of XML enables it to represent complex knowledge content. XML excels at 

structure and content processing. It includes many extensions. For example, XLink can 

be used to describe knowledge relationships. 

 

2.4 Management Monitoring Module 

The management monitoring module is used to record the logs when the system is 

running. System administrators use logs to analyze the efficiency and performance of 

the system. The management and monitoring modules also provide operational 

interfaces for business rules. 

 

3. Rules Engine Working Mechanism 

The rules engine determines whether it can match the runtime conditions to perform 

actions in the rules. In order to better explain the working mechanism of the rules 

engine, several concepts related to the rules engine are introduced. 

(1) Information Meta 

The information element is the basic module of the rule engine and contains 

information, information element types, related rule sets, event generation events, 

generic methods, general attributes, and some system-related information. 

(2) Information Service 

Information services generate information Meta object. Different information services 

generate different information meta objects. Different information meta objects can 

have different attributes and corresponding rule sets. Different information services 

can be run on one computer, and different instances of the same information service 

can also be run. 

(3) Rule Set 

A rule set is a set of rules, each of which contains a filter and a set of actions. When the 

program is running, the action set is executed when the filter value is true. 

(4) Queue Manager 
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The queue manager is used to manage information meta objects generated by 

information services. 

Therefore, the working mechanism of the rules engine is: 

①Receive information elements sequentially from the queue manager; 

② Evaluate the conditional filter of the rule in order according to the rule; if the value 

is true, execute the step ③. If the value is false, execute the step ④. If the rule in the 

information element is executed, execute the step ⑤; 

③ The actions in the rule are executed sequentially. After the execution is completed, 

step 2) is performed on the next rule; 

④ Ignore the actions defined in the rule and perform the step ② on the next rule; 

⑤Destroy the current information element and skip to the step ①. 

NOTE: When the step ② is executed, if there is an abandon action in the execution 

action of the rule, the remaining rules in the information element will be skipped, and 

the current information element will be destroyed and the step① will be entered; if the 

rule is executed, If there is an action, the rule engine will pause and enter the included 

rule set. After the execution, it will return to its original position to continue execution. 

According to the working mechanism of the rules engine, it can be seen that the most 

important part of any rule engine is the efficiency of the rule engine inference 

mechanism formulation and rule condition matching. The efficiency of rule matching 

determines the performance of the rule engine. The appearance of the RETE algorithm 

solves this problem. 

The Rete algorithm was first proposed by CL Forgy in 1974 and described in detail in his 

doctoral paper in 1979. It is a fast pattern matching algorithm that saves all the 

information left in the past matching process. Space costs in exchange for efficient 

execution of the rules system. The RETE algorithm uses the time redundancy and 

structural similarity of the inference engine to achieve fast model matching. Its 

matching speed has nothing to do with the number of rules. Among them, the time 

redundancy represents the fact in the working register, only a few changes in each 

execution cycle, so the rules affected by the fact change is also a small amount, what 

needs to be considered is the influence of the fact of the modification on the matching 

process. Structural similarity means that rules in the same field often include similar 

patterns and pattern groups. 

 

4. Conclusion 

This paper proposes an adaptive content presentation system model based on rule 

engine. The system model inline rules engine greatly improves the maintainability and 

scalability of the system. At the same time, the model introduces ontology into the 

representation of knowledge and improves the sharing of teaching resources. The 
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focus of personalized learning is “teaching according to individual aptitude”. The study 

of this system model can provide adaptive content services for individual learning 

systems. The content of this study can provide reference to solving the personalized 

learning content generation technology. With the development of personalized 

E-Learning system, research on adaptive content presentation is bound to be the hot 

direction of future research and development. 
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